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Computer hardware and algorithm design have seen significant progress over the 

years. It is also seen that there are several domains in which humans are more efficient 

than computers. For example in image recognition, image tagging, natural language 

understanding and processing, humans often find complicated algorithms quite easy to 

grasp. This thesis presents the different case studies to learn human mapping strategy to 

solve the mapping problem in the area of coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures 

(CGRAs). To achieve optimum level performance and consume less energy in CGRAs, 

place and route problem has always been a major concern. Making use of human 

characteristics can be helpful in problems as such, through pattern recognition and 

experience. Therefore to conduct the case studies a computer mapping game called 

UNTANGLED was analyzed as a medium to convey insights of human mapping 

strategies in a variety of architectures. The purpose of this research was to learn from 

humans so that we can come up with better algorithms to outperform the existing 

algorithms. We observed how human strategies vary as we present them with different 

architectures, different architectures with constraints, different visualization as well as 

how the quality of solution changes with experience. In this work all the case studies 

obtained from exploiting human strategies provide useful feedback that can improve 

upon existing algorithms. These insights can be adapted to find the best architectural 

solution for a particular domain and for future research directions for mapping onto 

mesh-and- stripe based CGRAs. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Introduction

Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architectures hold a promising future in hardware

platform for high computation throughput, low cost, scalability, and efficient energy. One

of the major challenges with CGRAs is placement and routing problem. To systematically

tackle and solve the mapping problem, human computing abilities holds some unexplored

potential. To drive more humans to engage in problem-solving exercise, games are con-

sidered to be an excellent platform in human computation. Over the years many games

have been developed where computational tasks are solved by human power. Those games

are developed in a way for humans to enjoy and at the same time perform computational

tasks. To develop the dimensions in our work we analyzed a computer mapping game called

UNTANGLED [2], [21] which utilizes human computation power where a player solves the

important scientific problem of mapping or placement of logic blocks. The developers of the

game believe that the next generation of mapping algorithm will demonstrate human char-

acteristics consisting of pattern recognition, skill to learn from experience and recognition of

creative solutions, thus suggesting directions for future mapping onto CGRAs. [22].

The game is used as a medium to provide all the required computational facilities to

solve various problems in different application fields so that no deep knowledge of engineering

is needed. Players participate in organizing most compact, visually appealing arrangements

of circuit elements onto a grid. The circuit elements are represented as blocks in bold colors

that are jumbled up. The player is required to untangle those blocks and arrange it in a

compact manner while still following certain rules for the game. The game illustrates efficient

crowd-sourcing of mapping problem where successful players have common strategies and

can also improve upon existing algorithms [22].

Our case study revolves around how players strategies vary, as we give player puzzles

in a variety of architecture styles in UNTANGLED. In the game, the styles are classified
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into Mesh and Stripe architecture. We also analyzed players strategy when a constraint

is added to the same Mesh and Stripe architecture. To further broaden our research for

those architectures, the factors that were taken into consideration were visualization, average

grid size, score, moves and effect of playing a puzzle in particular order. The remaining

paper is organized as follows: Chapter-2 discusses game UNTANGLED, Coarse-Grained

Reconfigurable Architectures and Data Flow Graph Mapping. Chapter 3 covers various

related work. Chapter 4 presents Case Study -1 that reports the results and discusses

player’s strategies in Mesh and Stripe architecture. Chapter 5 discusses Case Study-2 that

shows the analysis of strategy in resource constraint architecture. Chapter 6 covers Case

Study-3 that reports how different visualization of the same problem can affect the quality

of solution. In Chapter 7 we discuss Case Study-4 that analyzes a players strategy when

a game is played multiple times. Correlation of moves and score for Mesh and Resource

Constraint architecture is discussed in Chapter 8 followed by a conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

2.1. UNTANGLED-The Mapping Game

UNTANGLED is an interactive computer mapping game that has been developed

to discover algorithms by making use of human intuition and their creativity to distinguish

patterns and opportunities even in complex problems. The main purpose of UNTANGLED

is to attract people from different domains and is developed focusing people who do not

belong to any engineering domain or background. The problem is presented with different

visualization in such a way that it is intuitive and challenging at the same time. The graphs

consist of real algorithms and by arranging those blocks players are unknowingly mapping

onto various chip architectures that can be fabricated in silicon. Solving those graphs,

they contribute to the advancement of next-generation portable devices that are critical in

various fields like health, aerospace, portable multimedia etc. An efficient solution to this

problem is to make a grid more compact and consume less energy. UNTANGLED is easily

accessible online and can be implied as a great platform to attract students for engineering

education. With its interactive architecture players can use their intuition and creativity

to discover strategies that yield more compact designs and are exposed to real-world chip

design problems.

2.2. Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architectures

One of the fundamental challenges in modern microelectronics industry is the continu-

ous demand for high-performance and high-power efficiency. With an increasing demand for

low cost and low energy implementation, Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architectures are

becoming an attractive platform with a promising future because they can be programmed

to execute different instructions with very little power and increased hardware efficiency.

CGRAs typically consist of an array of processing elements (PEs) that are interconnected

by a 2-D grid. A PE consist of a few registers and an arithmetic logic unit and each PE can

be programmed to perform different tasks.
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2.3. Data Flow Graph Mapping

Data flow graphs are mostly used in hardware design to provide a good description.

Dataflow graph consist of a directed graph where basic operations are represented by the

nodes which needed to be mapped onto the PEs and the dependencies and data movement

among the operations which are basically communication links of the interconnect are rep-

resented by the edges. Every node precisely corresponds to a hardware unit that is assigned

on the chip therefore it is easy to translate those nodes into a hardware circuit.

Figure 2.1. a) Data Flow Graph; b) A 2x2 CGRA
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CHAPTER 3

RELATED WORK

Our research draws on previous research related to, Coarse-grained reconfigurable

architectures, Data flow graph mapping, human computing, games with a purpose, crowd-

sourcing, visualization and problem-solving. Due to large raw computation capabilities with

low cost/energy implementation, coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures are becoming

promising alternatives between ASICs and FPGAs.Multiple hardware implementations exist

such as [3], [7], [24], [28]. CGRA architecture such as ADRES [23], MorphoSys, [19], and

Silocon Hive [27] etc., have been proposed. Even though the possible performance and power

efficiency of a CGRA is very high, one of the major challenges is mapping and routing in a

compiler. To solve these hard problems, current CGRA compilers use search based heuristic

to map applications to the CGRA, however the quality of mapping is not good [13]. A pre-

cise and general formulation of the application mapping problem on a CGRA is presented in

[13]where a global heuristic called EPIMap is designed to transform the input specification

to an Epimorphic equivalent graph that satisfies the necessary conditions for mapping on to

a CGRA thus increasing the computation time. An architecture- adaptive CGRA mapping

algorithm called SPR (Schedule, Place, Route) is proposed in [11]. Another algorithm called

REGIMap is described in [14] which optimizes the mapping dependencies on the usage of

registers. With CGRAs the challenge of mapping is critical, and that is where we believe

humans are more efficient than computers. In several fields like image recognition, image

tagging, etc., humans have excelled computers. Human-based computing was defined by

Kosorukoff in [18] where human enhanced genetic algorithm is explained. Comparison of

the emerging social-game-based human computation systems based on the game structure

is presented in [8].

There are various games with a purpose that provide a great amount of meaningful

information to their audiences with visualization tools. Game with a purpose emerged from

the human computation technique that depends on the collaboration of game players to solve
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problems. Several concepts of Game with a Purpose has been well discussed in [30], [33], [15]

which explains about the games that are developed for amusement value but at the same

time are designed in such a way that players contribute intellectually towards a problem.

Human computing approach has been followed in a variety of applications. To harness human

potential an online logic puzzle called FunSAT is developed for SAT solving. It uses visual

pattern recognition skills, abstract perception and intuitive strategy skills of humans to solve

complex SAT instances [8]. Advantages of human computing to index web pages in presented

[32]. The popularity of computer games and how a game with a purpose approach holds some

unexplored potential is explained in [4]. It presents a Game with a Purpose based system

for verification of automatically generated mappings. CAPTCHA is a computer generated

challenge response that differentiates humans from computers using a common sense problem

[31]. Foldit is yet another online puzzle game to fold structure of selected proteins as well as

use tools provided in the game [1]. Trouble hunters is another game where participants make

up commissions of inquiry to analyze the failed cases of software development [12].An external

automatic defibrillator game based learning was developed by providing scenarios of cardiac

arrest where the user is required to apply a CPR and use an AED to save the patient [25].

jLegends another online game is developed to train programming skills. [29]. Since for a game

which is played by all different kinds of people, it allows a crowd of people to collaborate on

solving real-life problems and implement a variety of ideas. Several purposes can be solved by

making use of innovative technology and gathering many knowledge sources with a different

level of experience and expertise. Through Crowdsourcing anyone is allowed to solve a

problem, thus both specialist, as well as the person with no background in that domain,

can participate in solving the problem [17], [16]. Areas like creative design which does not

require a specific answer to a problem, crowdsourcing has proven to be very successful [5].

However one of the main challenges in crowdsourcing is the need to design user interfaces

that can appeal and retain the collaboration of numerous people [26], [10]. Thus to increase

user participation game design techniques are considered to be an excellent platform, as

games have successful strategies to grant enjoyable experience [9]. It is argued in [20] that if
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games can engage players to solve fictitious problems of a virtual world, these same players

could act together to solve real world problems. Gamification requirement and challenges

to improve user experience in crowdsourcing systems is discussed in [6].Mapping problem in

CGRAs can be solved systematically with a proper problem formulation. In summary the

goal of this paper is to analyze human strategy in different architectures and observe how

humans come up with better mapping architecture. To achieve that a computer mapping

game called UNTANGLED was used as a medium.
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CHAPTER 4

CASE STUDY-1: ANALYSIS OF STRATEGY IN MESH AND STRIPE

ARCHITECTURE

4.1. Mesh Architecture

CGRAs can be arranged into two categories, linear array/stripe-based and mesh

based, depending on how the functional units are arranged. Linear array/stripe-based cat-

egory comprises one or more linear arrays of elements that are connected with a full or

partial crossbar interconnect between rows. Whereas in mesh category, the arrangement of

functional units are done in a two-dimensional array that has horizontal and vertical inter-

connect which can support a nearest neighbor, a nearest neighbor with hops and hierarchical

connections. The architectures in game UNTANGLED are designed in similar fashion. Each

architecture has difficulty level ranging from easy to challenging. Levels (benchmark) con-

sist of DFG obtained from real algorithms, that are to be placed onto a given architecture.

Easy1, Easy2 and Easy3 benchmarks are obtained from Sobel Edge Detection, Laplace Edge

Detection and GSM Channel Encoder respectively. Medium1 and Medium2 benchmarks are

obtained from Adaptive differential pulse-code modulation (ADPCM) Decoder and Adap-

tive differential pulse-code modulation Encoder respectively. Furthermore Hard1 and Hard2

benchmarks are obtained from MPEG-II Decoder Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform tech-

nique (Row) and MPEG-II Decoder Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform technique (Column)

respectively. This section highlights the collection of six various architectures within the

Mesh and Stripe-based classes in UNTANGLED and different mapping strategies that were

followed by players. Both classes also include architectures with resource constraints. The

architectures are as follows.

(1)8Way. In this mesh architecture nodes can connect to any of their eight neighbors.

(2) 4Way. This architecture is same as 8Way except the diagonal connections are not taken

into consideration. (3) 4Way1Hop. This architecture is interpretation of 4Way, where it

is allowed to skip one node both horizontally and vertically. (4) 4Way2Hop. In a similar
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fashion as 4Way1Hop, here it is allowed to skip two nodes both horizontally and vertically.

Figure 4.1. Interconnect patterns. Left to right: 8Way, 4Way,

4Way1Hop, 4Way2Hop

When selecting a scope for the case studies described in this work, our primary

goal was to analyze the data to extract different patterns from each player to study their

behavioral patterns and their approach towards the solution. One of the primary motivation

was to identify common player strategies. The following figures shows interesting strategies

followed by successful players to reach their optimum solution in Mesh Architecture.

Figure 4.2. Solving 4Way2Hop, Extreme1

This players strategy was to separate the graph from right to left instead of top to

bottom or bottom to top which serves as one of the most common strategies amongst most

players. Player solved the right half of the graph first thus going towards the left from there,

however, this approach seemed more rigorous as compared to the top to bottom or bottom

to top approach as shown in Fig. 4.2
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Figure 4.3. Solving 4Way2Hop, Extreme1. Isolating the densest

area to the outside of the graph.

Experienced players would isolate the densest area or the nodes with higher number

of connections to the outside of the graph then bring the solved sub-clusters into a compact

arrangement. Fig.4.3

Figure 4.4. Solving 4Way1Hop, Extreme3. Organizing the nodes in

similar sub-clusters.

Initially, player started by spreading the blocks over the edges of the graph then

organized them in similar clusters. Fig.4.4
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Figure 4.5. Solving 4Way2Hop, Extreme3.

While analyzing these games we observed that some of the experienced players would

just look at the graph and recognize the pattern. Fig.6. Figuring out the pattern in the

beginning of the game resulted in better graph. Several swapping of clusters and rotate move

was observed all the along the game. Fig. 4.5
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Figure 4.6. Solving 4Way1Hop, Extreme1. Solving in small sub-clusters.

Some experienced players would divide the whole graph into small sub-clusters and

solve it, then make the connections as small as possible one at a time to make the arrangement

more compact. Fig. 4.6
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Figure 4.7. Solving 8Way, Extreme1. Identifying hidden sub-cluster.

Some players would also recognize that identifying the small sub-graph that are hidden

in the big graph makes the graph less complicated and easier to solve. Fig. 4.7

Figure 4.8. Solving 4Way2Hop, H2.

Fig.4.8 Shows how player solved the graph in two halves and once most of the vio-

lations were solved, to solve for the remaining violations player added pass through nodes

(yellow). With this strategy player was able to solve for all the violations, however, the

energy consumption was high.
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Figure 4.9. Solving 4Way, M1.

Some players were able to recognize and isolate the small graph and combine it with

the big graph. Fig.4.9

Figure 4.10. Solving 4Way2Hop, M2.

Fig.4.10 shows the solution process of the game where player solved for the top part

first then decided to move the whole cluster from the bottom to the left of the graph then

solve for the violations. With this strategy the player was able to solve for all the violations,

however, in the end the player made use of several pass gates.
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Figure 4.11. Solving 4Way2Hop, H1.

We also analyzed players multiple attempts for the same architecture to get more

quantitative understanding of successful players. In the first attempt player started by

working on the bottom blocks and solved them by organizing them in vertical manner.

Player was not able to solve for all the violations and was left with few violations. Fig.

4.11 (a) For the same game, in the second attempt player scored highest when the graph

was solved in a horizontal manner. With this strategy the player was able to solve up to 1

violation. Fig. 4.11 (b)

Figure 4.12. Solving 8Way, E1 Rotating the whole cluster

Another strategy for trying to organize the graph was to rotate the whole cluster then

solve for the violations. Fig. 4.12
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Figure 4.13. Solving 8Way, E3 Optimizing the solution.

Some experienced players would also focus on optimizing the graph. Fig. 4.13 To

create compact graph player brought an entire cluster of nodes to the bottom of the graph.

With this strategy, the player was able to make the graph more compact and with less energy.

Figure 4.14. Solving 8Way, H1.

Experienced players would identify the nodes with less connectivity, then spread them

on the edges of the graph followed by creating space for them. Fig.4.14
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Figure 4.15. Solving 8Way, H1. Diamond shape pattern.

Some experienced players would try to organize the graph in a particular manner. An

example of this is shown in Fig.4.15 Where the player tried to make the connections short

by placing the nodes in diamond shape pattern. With this particular strategy the player was

able to solve up to 10 violations, however, the energy level was too high.
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4.2. Stripe Architecture

(1) Stripe. The stripe version of UNTANGLED simulates the data in one direction

that is from top to bottom and nodes are arranged in a horizontal manner (stripes).That

direction also represents how parent blocks should be oriented with respect to child blocks.

Each of the stripe is connected to the bottom stripe using a full crossbar interconnect. It

is assumed that inputs can be given to any ALU, but outputs must be appointed off chips,

thus all nodes below output nodes are blocked from executing any computation. (2) Stripe

dedicated routes (DR). This architecture follows the same convention as Stripe architecture,

however, it also consists of dedicated routes together with stripe. Dedicated routes are green

columns where only pass-through gates are allowed to be positioned.

Figure 4.16. Interconnect patterns. Left to Right: Stripe, Stripe DR.
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The following figures shows interesting strategies followed by players to reach their

optimum solution:

Figure 4.17. Solving Stripe, H2.

Experienced players would initiate by removing all the pass gates first. Once all the

pass gates are removed, the player would move an entire cluster of nodes to either the right

side of the graph or the left side of the graph then followed by solving towards the bottom

or top of the graph. Furthermore, bringing the parent nodes from left and right side of the

graph towards the center is also done. Fig.4.17
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Figure 4.18. Solving Stripe, H2

Players would incorporate the same strategies as performed in mesh architecture

for example here player started at the bottom of the graph and started shifting the nodes

within the row. Then as the game progressed player started making the connections short

by placing the nodes in two sub-clusters. Fig.4.18 In Stripe architecture it was observed

that experienced players would initiate by making all the connections short by performing

frequent swaps and shifting of nodes within a row. Once most of the connections are short,

towards the end of the game the focus was on removing the pass gates. Some players would

also initiate by making the connections short, and while making the connections short the

players also remove the pass-gates in the process. Solving for the graph in sub-clusters

seemed to be the players key strategy. Once most of the violations were solved in sub-

clusters, the player would move the sub-cluster to the top or bottom of the graph, placing

20



the child nodes as close as possible to parents. In Stripe-DR similar strategies were observed

as mentioned above, moreover experienced players would also initiate by placing all the pass

through nodes on the dedicated routes first, then solving the rest of the graph.
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CHAPTER 5

CASE STUDY 2- ANALYSIS OF STRATEGY IN RESOURCE CONSTRAINT

ARCHITECTURE

Both Mesh architecture and Stripe architecture also include architectures with re-

source constraints where a player has few restrictions that must be taken into account in

order to achieve the optimum solution.

5.1. Input Output (I/O) Constraint

The I/O resource constraints are as follows. (1) 4Way1Hop I/O. This architecture is

the generalized form of 4Way1Hop where a player is restricted to position the input-output

nodes (blue nodes) on the peripheral of the graph thus all nodes outside of input-output

nodes are blocked from executing any computation. (2) 4Way2Hop I/O. This architecture

also imposes similar restrictions as 4Way1Hop. (3) 8Way I/O. Same restrictions are applied

in this architecture as mentioned above.

The following figures show interesting strategies followed by players to reach their

optimum solution when the game is presented with constraints.

Figure 5.1. Solving 4Way1Hop I/O, E1. Focusing on internal violations

Most players would initially focus only on the red nodes and leave all the I/O nodes
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along the perimeter of the graph. The player would sideline blue nodes till most of the

internal violations were solved while constantly trying to make space for those nodes. Some

experienced players would all along create an interior blank space for the interior nodes and

pivot the nodes to fill those spaces. Fig.5.1 shows the solution process.

Figure 5.2. Solving 4Way1Hop I/O, E2.

In I/O architecture, it was also observed that typically a player always initiates by

engaging on the red nodes. However, some player would place all the input-output nodes to

the top of the graph, then work on the violations, Fig. 5.2 (Normally, all the players placed

those blue nodes at the bottom)

Figure 5.3. Solving 4Way1Hop I/O, H1. Spreading the input-

output nodes to the outside of graph

Some players would also initiate by widening the input, output nodes on the peripheral

of the graph, then placing the red nodes to the bottom of the graph. Fig. 5.3 shows the

approach.
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Figure 5.4. Solving 4Way1Hop I/O, H1.

Another strategy that was observed was positioning the nodes in a similar manner

on both sides of the graph, i.e. the left and right in the similar manner, then solving for the

nodes in the center of the graph as shown in Fig. 5.4

Figure 5.5. Solving 4Way2Hop I/O, H1. Isolating high-degree nodes.

Players would also isolate the high-degree nodes (second row) to the outside perimeter

and make the connections short towards those nodes. Fig. 5.5
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Figure 5.6. Solving 4Way2Hop I/O, H1. Rotating the entire graph.

Another strategy that served effective for some players was rotating an entire graph

as shown in Fig. 5.6 . Player initiated with the top to bottom to strategy and later rotated

the entire graph. Rotating the entire graph turned out to be very productive as it made the

graph look less complex and making the connections short was much easier than before as a

player simply made the connections short by taking the nodes from left to right.
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Figure 5.7. Solving 4Way2Hop I/O, H1

This strategy was observed in a mesh architecture also where the player initiates

by placing the nodes from the top to the bottom of the graph and the focus would be on

untangling the densest part of the graph. The player was seen to be untangling the graph

and placing the nodes in a diamond shape pattern while still making sure that I/O nodes

are on the outside perimeter. Fig. 5.7 .
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Figure 5.8. Solving 8Way I/O, H1. Separating the graph into fa-

miliar sub-clusters.

Fig. 5.8 .shows how player focused on solving for the graph in sub-clusters then

combined them together at the bottom of the graph. As the game progressed, we observed

that player separates the graph into familiar sub-clusters and positions them in a similar

manner while combining the sub-clusters. Every move that was made on the left side of the

grid, similar move was made on the right side of the grid. With this strategy player was able

to solve for most of the violations.
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Figure 5.9. Solving 4Way1Hop I/O, H2. Creating space by moving

the graph to the right.

As the game progress, some experienced players would also plant the nodes to the

left and create space all along for the nodes. Fig. 5.9 shows how the player is creating space.

That exact same strategy was followed all along, to solve for most of the violations. The

player would identify the opportunity to fit the cluster from the right in that blank space.

In the end the player used several pass gates to solve for all the violations.

In general, in an I/O architecture player would initially focus only on the red nodes

and leave all the I/O nodes along the perimeter of the graph. Few experienced players would

sideline blue nodes till most of the internal violations are solved while constantly trying to

make space for those nodes. Players would also initially focus on placing the highly connected

nodes to the left or right side of the graph, then making the connections short by bringing

the child nodes closer to them. For some players rotating the entire graph was very effective

as it makes the graph looks less complex thus making it easier to approach.

5.2. Limited Connectivity (LC) Constraint

(1) Stripe LC. This architecture is Stripe with limited connectivity. The data simu-

lates only in top to bottom direction, that direction also represents how parent blocks should

be oriented with respect to child blocks, thus applying LC constraint. Therefore, it follows

the same convention as Stripe, however, is also restricted with a limited connectivity as it is

a violation if a child node is more than two columns away from the parent node. (2) Stripe
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DR-LC. This version of UNTANGLED is generalized form of Stripe LC with DR where only

pass-through gates are allowed to be placed.

The following figures show interesting strategies followed by players to reach their

optimum solution when the game is presented with constraints.

Figure 5.10. Solving Stripe-LC, H1.

One of the strategies was to initiate from the top of the graph. Once most of the

parent children nodes were as close as possible on top, the player did the same at the bottom

of the graph. Thereafter the player attacked the dense part of the graph. Several swapping

of clusters were done to make the right connections. Fig. 5.10
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Figure 5.11. Solving Stripe-LC, H1.

Figure 5.12. Solving Stripe-LC, H1.

Another interesting strategy that was observed was once most of the parent and child

nodes were as close as possible Fig. 5.11, player would remove all the pass gates. Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.13. Solving Stripe-LC, H1.

This strategy has been successful in other architectures also, where the player would

organize the nodes to the bottom of the graph in an identical manner. Fig.5.13.

Figure 5.14. Solving Stripe-LC, H1.

Another strategy that was successful was shifting of nodes to one side of the graph

to shorten edge lengths. Fig.5.14.
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Figure 5.15. Solving Stripe DR-LC, H1.

Moving the nodes within the same row one at a time followed by swapping of clusters

vertically served as a good strategy amongst few experienced players in this architecture.

Fig.5.15.

Figure 5.16. Solving Stripe DR-LC, H2.

Initiating by placing most of the pass gates in DR columns together with bringing the

parent nodes closer to children nodes was yet another successful strategy in this architecture.

Fig.5.16.
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5.3. Dedicated Multiplier (DM) Constraint

(1) 4Way1Hop DM. This architecture is 4Way1Hop with Dedicated Multiplier which

can only be placed in Dedicated Routes (DR). DR are arranged in vertical columns in

alternate fashion within which only DM can be placed, unlike Stripe-DR which allows only

pass through gates to be placed. (2) 4Way2Hop DM. 4Way2Hop with Dedicated Multiplier

follows the same rule as mentioned above.

The following figures show interesting strategies followed by players to reach their

optimum solution.

Figure 5.17. Solving 4way2hops DM Pattern-1 E1.

Some players would place the red nodes on the graph such that there are dedicated

routes for the connected DM nodes to fit in. For example, observe nodes 5, 6, 9 and 14 which

are connected to each other in Fig.5.17 (Left). So as a player made the connections short,

player positioned the red nodes such that DM nodes are also satisfied on DR.
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Figure 5.18. Solving 4way2hops DM Pattern-1 E2.

We also observe that some players initial strategy would be to place all the DM nodes

on the dedicated routes, thereafter worked on satisfying the violations of red nodes. Fig.5.15.

The same strategy was also seen for solving big graphs. Fig.5.18.

Figure 5.19. Solving 4way1hops DM Pattern-2 M2.

Few experienced players would initiate by positioning all the DM nodes in dedicated

routes, then worked on positioning the red nodes. As the game progressed several swap

moves were made and player worked on the violations in sub-clusters. Fig.5.19.
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Figure 5.20. Solving 4way1hops DM Pattern-1 H1

Players would also initiate by placing the nodes from the densest part of the graph

to the right side of the graph then making the connections short. Fig.5.20.
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CHAPTER 6

CASE STUDY 3- ANALYSIS OF STRATEGY IN VARIOUS REPRESENTATION OF

THE SAME PROBLEM

In this section we studied the effect of visualization by taking into consideration vari-

ous aspects of the game. We observed top 10 players and analyzed how different visualization

of the same graph affects the quality of the solution. For that purpose, we particularly dis-

cussed Mesh architecture: 8Way, 4Way1Hop and 4Way2Hop as its the same graph with

different visualization. To perform our case studies, the factors that were taken into consid-

eration were Average grid size, Score, Strategy and Moves.The score was taken as the first

parameter to calculate the quality of the solution in each visualization. It was observed that

amongst E1, M1 and H1 representation, E1 visualization succeeded in scoring highest for the

first level in all three architectures. Similarly, H2 representation scored the highest in the

second level, H3 representation scored highest in third level and H4 representation scored

the highest in fourth level in all three architectures.
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Figure 6.1. Different Visualization of the same architecture

Which brought us to the conclusion that players get better scores when the graph is

more spread out. For example, Fig.6.1 shows graphs of E1 M1 and H1, it can be observed

that E1 graph is more scattered and less dense than M1 and H1 thus players scored highest

in E1. Even though H1 is also spread out the area towards the right has densely connected

set of nodes. Thus making E1 visualization as best scorer in first level. For all the other

levels the conclusions were made in similar manner.
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Table 6.1. Top 10 Player’s Feasible Solution

8Way 4Way1hop 4Way2hop

E1 12 E1 14 E1 26

M1 12 M1 13 M1 24

H1 9 H1 18 H1 23

E2 9 E2 17 E2 26

M2 9 M2 10 M2 22

H2 12 H2 11 H2 27

E3 16 E3 21 E3 28

M3 10 M3 13 M3 20

H3 16 H3 18 H3 28

E4 7 E4 8 E4 18

M4 4 M4 7 M4 12

H4 4 H4 9 H4 20

Feasible Solution- Furthermore, we also looked at the number of feasible solutions

in all three architectures, in all but three, Easy and Hard graph gave more number of feasible

solutions than Medium graph this again bringing us to the conclusion that if a graph is more

spread out, it makes the graph more approachable and easier to solve than the graph that

is more compact. Table I 6.1
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Table 6.2. Top 10 Player’s Average Grid Size

8Way 4Way1hop 4Way2hop

E1 111.1 E1 88.8 E1 61

M1 121.9 M1 97.3 M1 70

H1 116.7 H1 78.9 H1 72.5

E2 139 E2 90.5 E2 75.1

M2 122.8 M2 113 M2 86.6

H2 131.8 H2 120 H2 77.7

E3 205.4 E3 209.1 E3 168.2

M3 242.7 M3 218.4 M3 183

H3 254.2 H3 217 H3 170.11

E4 250 E4 221.4 E4 137.8

M4 232.1 M4 217.2 M4 154.8

H4 211.3 M4 182.3 H4 127.2

-Area.- Table II 6.2 compares the average grid size of top 10 players in 8Way,

4way1hop and 4Way2hop. For each architecture, we compared the average grid size. For

example, compare E1 of all three architectures. In all cases but one, players were able to cre-

ate most compact graphs in 4Way2hop architectures concluding again, given a substantially

larger grid within which to work, players perform well.
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-Player Strategies. In this section, results from player moves and mappings in

8Way, 4Way1hop and 4Way2hop are reported.

-Moving nodes from center to outside. Player would move the center nodes on

the peripherals of the graph. This particular strategy was not opted by too many players,

however the ones who followed it were successful in scoring highest in that level.Fig.6.2

Figure 6.2. 8WayH4
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-Moving nodes from outside to center.: This is the opposite of the strategy that

we mentioned above. Player would make the connections short by placing the nodes towards

the center from the outside of the graph. Fig.6.3

Figure 6.3. 4Way1HopE2

-Initiating with less dense cluster. Successful players would begin by at-

tempting less dense cluster, thereupon moving to the dense one. Fig.6.4

Figure 6.4. 8WayE3
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-Dividing the graph. Some players recognized that in a more compact level like

medium, it was helpful to divide the graph to better. This move was particularly helpful in

seeing the connections better. Player would then make the connections short by placing the

nodes in the center from either sides.Fig.6.5

Figure 6.5. 8WayM1.
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-Identifying the pattern. Another strategy that was observed was placing the

nodes in a similar pattern. Fig.6.6. shows how a player initially placed the nodes that were

on the edges in vertical manner then arranged them in a common form. This strategy was

effective in lowering most of the violations.

Figure 6.6. 8WayE4
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Generally Easy levels were mostly dominated by bottom to top strategy in all three

architectures. Fig.6.7.

Figure 6.7. 4way2Hop E1

In Medium levels successful players would initiate by untangling the dense part of

the graph and solve it in sub-clusters. Fig.6.8.

Figure 6.8. 8Way M2
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Hard levels were very spread out on the peripherals of the graph. Two successful

common strategies were observed that were opted by many players in this level. First was to

solve less dense area of the graph Fig.6.9. Second strategy was to solve the graph by making

the connections short towards the center of the graph. Fig.6.10.

Figure 6.9. 4Way2Hop H1

Figure 6.10. 4Way1Hop H4
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-Moves. All three architectures consist of same kind of graph for all levels, only

differing in the way the connections can be made to their neighbors. For example, its

the same graph for E-1 in 8way, 4way1hop and 4way2hops, same for other levels. We

analyzed the moves made by the top 10 players of each architecture to gain more quantitative

understanding of successful player actions. We observed how player position their nodes

when they initiate with the problem. The way the nodes were placed on the graph while

solving for the violations were different in each architecture. In 8Way experienced players

would begin by arranging the nodes in diagonal fashion Fig.6.11. Thereafter work on the

connected violations.

Figure 6.11. Solving 8Way E1.
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Whereas in 4Way1hop player would position the nodes with 1hop then fill that empty

space in the middle by placing its direct connections. Fig.6.12.Once most of the violations

were solved in that fashion, player would focus on making the graph compact. Similar

arrangement was followed by successful players in 4Way2hop. Nodes were positioned in

both 1hop and 2hop manner followed by making its direct connections short and solving for

violations.

Figure 6.12. Solving 4way1hop H1.
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Table 6.3. Graph Information (Easy Level)

Player 1 8Way E1 4Way1hop E1 4Way2hop E1

Height 13 10 10

Width 10 10 6

Nodes 59 68 52

ALU 52 52 52

Pass-Gate 7 16 0

ALUNoop 21 22 14

Area 80 90 66

Table 6.4. Graph Information (Medium Level)

Player 2 8Way M1 4Way1hop M1 4Way2hop M1

Height 13 10 10

Width 7 8 7

Nodes 76 60 60

ALU 52 52 52

Pass-Gate 24 8 8

ALUNoop 15 20 10

Area 91 80 70

We also analyzed the top 10 players who played all three architectures: 8Way,

4Way1Hop and 4Way2Hop and observed their quality of the solution. For example, Player 1

who played E1 in 8Way, 4Way1Hop and 4Way2Hop. Table III 6.3 , Table IV 6.4 and Table

V 6.5 shows few examples of players who played all three architectures.
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Table 6.5. Graph Information (Hard Level)

Player 3 8Way H1 4Way1hop H1 4Way2hop H1

Height 10 8 10

Width 10 10 9

Nodes 75 60 52

ALU 52 52 52

Pass-Gate 23 8 0

ALUNoop 25 20 38

Area 100 80 90

It was found that on an average 4Way2Hop gives more compact solution followed by

4Way1Hop and 8Way. It was also observed that towards the final stages of the game 8Way

used more number of pass gates followed by 4Way1hop and 4Way2hop. Furthermore, overall

4way2hops has high number of feasible solutions followed by 4way1hop and 8way.
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CHAPTER 7

CASE STUDY 4- ANALYSIS OF STRATEGY FOR A GAME PLAYED MULTIPLE

TIMES.

In most cases player scored better in later attempts. The score would mostly decrease

in the initial phase of the game which was mostly dominated by single moves. In some cases,

the player would try to perform different moves in the later attempts. For example, if a

player added few pass gates in the first half of the game in the first attempt, then in the

second attempt, the player would do the opposite and would add the pass gates in the second

half of the game. Or a player would perform more multimove in the first attempt, however,

in the second attempt player would perform more swap moves. Similarly with the strategy,

experienced players would take the opposite direction in the second attempt. To further gain

more quantitative understanding of the successful players strategies, we also analyzed how

playing a puzzle in particular order can affect the quality of the solution. On an average

Player performs well in all architectures if EMH path is followed. However, it was also

observed that in some cases, player performs better if H level is attempted first as shown in

Fig.7.1, Fig.7.2.

Figure 7.1. 4Way Architecture
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Figure 7.2. Stripe Architecture

Figure 7.3. 4Way1Hop Architecture

In Fig.7.3. we observe how the performances for attempting H level first are almost

same as EMH combinations. Significant improvement in performance was observed, when a

player attempts H level and goes on to play EM levels, then returns again to attempt the H

level. This trend was observed in all architectures.
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CHAPTER 8

CASE STUDY 5- CORRELATION BETWEEN MOVE AND SCORE

We also observed the correlation between moves and scores for top 10 players in reg-

ular Mesh architecture and Mesh architecture with constraint to further understand players

strategy.

8.1. Mesh architecture

In most of the cases score decreased in the initial phase of the game which was mostly

dominated by single moves. A drastic increase or decrease in score was mostly observed in

the first half of the game. In the second half of the game, the change in the score was not

very significant. Most of the time a player would come back from a break, an increase in the

score was observed after that break. In some cases, multi-move decreased the score, meaning

player might be solving the graph in cluster, solves for that cluster, which then later resulted

in a drastic rise in the score. Adding pass gates in the initial phase of the game mostly

reduced the score. Adding pass gates in the end, solved for most of the violations, however

it reduced the score in some cases. We also observed the move type and which move type

was performed more often and it was found as following: Single Moves > Multi-Moves>

Swap Moves> Addition of Pass Gates >Removal of Pass Gates > Rotate. (In some Hard

Levels, addition of pass gates was performed more frequently than swap moves).

8.2. I/O architecture

In most of the cases score decreased in the initial phase of the game which is mostly

dominated by single moves. A drastic increase or decrease in score was mostly observed in

the first half of the game. In the second half of the game, the change in the score was not

very significant. Observing the move type and which move type was performed more often,

the trend was found as following: Single moves > Multi-Moves > Swap Moves > Addition

of Pass Gates >Removal of Pass Gates> Rotate.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION

Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architectures hold a promising future in hardware

platform for high performance, improved flexibility, low cost and power efficiency for vari-

ous application domains. To really exploit the potential of Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable

Architecture, efficient mapping problem in CGRAs is incredibly critical. In this paper, we

conducted various case studies with the goal to learn human strategy to solve mapping

problem for Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable architecture. To perform our experiments we

did data analysis of players of a computer mapping game called UNTANGLED to identify

opportunities for improved automatic mapping algorithms. All the case studies using UN-

TANGLED provides useful feedback from the game players that would be difficult to obtain

from an automatic mapper. These insights can be useful in finding the best architectural

solution for a particular domain. The different case studies show a qualitative evaluation of

difficulty of mapping onto Mesh architecture, Stripe architecture and the architecture with

constraints, thus also showing that crowd-sourcing the game with a purpose has the potential

to have an influence to various other exciting new mapping algorithms.
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